In this paper, we aim at constructing a global risk model using the term structure from major bond-issuing countries. The goal is twofold: first this allows quantifying global interest rate risk (level, slope and curvature effects), providing insights on global risks at play. Secondly, such information could be used in order to design sovereign bond indexes in a risk parity framework where each country's sensitivity to global interest risk is accounted for. More specifically, we propose two innovative indexing schemes, a first one where we equalize contribution to global level risk exposures across countries, and a second one where we turn to level, slope and curvature risk exposures within a country. Indeed at the country level, only parallel (level) risk matters, while when turning to maturity buckets within a country, non parallel risks (slope and curvature) have to be accounted for. Finally, we demonstrate that the conjunctive use of these two approaches allows to efficiently tackle exposure to global interest rate risk while providing appealing improvements in the risk-return profile.
Introduction
At the end of 2016, where the spread between US and European government bond yields reaches unprecedented level 1 being able to understand and quan-tify the common trends among major countries' term structure appears to be of prime concern for both practitioners and policy makers. A quick look to stylized facts from country's yields allows to perceive the existence of patterns that appear to be of global scale. If the literature is rich on the modeling of a country's yield curve, fewer studies exist concerning the specification of a global term structure. This paper tries to answer the following questions : is there a case for a global yield curve? How it can be used in the design of a risk parity sovereign bonds index?
The question on how to model the yield across different maturities for a single country has largely been addressed and models have been competing for a while now. More technically, such exercise implies extracting zero coupon prices from current coupon bond prices. However in practice zero coupon bonds are not common on the marketplace, therefore indirect methods have to be employed in order to obtain zero coupon bond prices. The main idea is to build a function using parameters that are specific to a maturity length. Parameters are then estimated so that the fit is maximized across the whole term structure. Polynomial and exponential splines that aim at modeling the discount function are the most commonly used (McCulloch, 1971 (McCulloch, , 1975 Vasicek, 1977; Vasicek and Fong, 1982) . Despite effectiveness, one of the drawbacks of these methods is that parameters may lack of economic interpretation. In addition, the number of splines to use is still debated.
Consequently, other methods have been developed, that switch from estimating discount function towards fitting the zero-coupon yield curve. One of the most commonly used methods is the Nelson Siegel model (Nelson and Siegel, 1987) . One of this method's advantages is the parsimony in its parametrization, namely three coefficients that have an economic meaning, plus an adjustment parameter lambda (Martellini and Priaulet, 2000) . In addition it allows obtaining the most common shapes for the term structure (as opposed to Cox et al. (1985) for instance). Some models subsequently developed (Svensson, 1994; Björk and Christensen, 1999) allow even more realistic yield curves with potential bumps, however for a matter of parsimony and relatedness to economic metrics, we prefer the Nelson Siegel approach as in Diebold et al. (2008) . An interesting extension of Nelson Siegel model is the dynamic version presented by Diebold and Li (2006) , where the three structural parameters are time-dependent.
As mentioned by Diebold et al. (2008) , despite tremendous interest for bonds yields drivers, their determinants at the global scale is not yet fully explored in the literature. As a matter of fact, if cross-country linkages have been considered (Campbell and Clarida, 1987) , there is still a gap in the understanding of a common global term structure affecting bonds yields at the country level. This raises two related questions: how much a country contributes to a "world term structure" and, in turn, how sensitive is this region to such global fluctuations? A few papers turned towards this question. Dungey et al. (2000) employed a factor analysis to decompose 10 year bonds spreads of major countries com-pared to US. However, by choosing such reference point they implicitly discard US from their estimation of a "world rate". Indeed, Dahlquist and Hasseltoft (2013) modeled an international bond risk premia and found that it is closely linked to US economy. The paper the closest to our work is Diebold et al. (2008) where the authors present an empirical application of a dynamic version of Nelson Siegel introduced in a companion paper (Diebold and Li, 2006) , on a panel of four countries (United States, United Kingdom, Japan and Germany) where they estimate global level and slope factors. Using a less restrictive model, Bai and Wang (2012) corroborate the importance of such global factors in explaining country yields. It seems that there is consensus on the existence of global level, slope and curvature factors 2 . However, the drivers of these factors are still debated. For the level factor, literature tends to agree on its link to global inflation, while real activity / economic growth seems to drive the slope factor (Diebold and Li, 2006; Diebold et al., 2008; Abbritti et al., 2013) . Debates remain concerning curvature, but Abbritti et al. (2013) suggest it might be a predictor of future economic and financial instability.
In this paper, we raise the following question: how can global term structure factors modeling help designing a sovereign bonds index? More specifically our objective is twofold: we are keen to model global term structure and to incorporate it in the design of a risk parity sovereign bond index. In order to do so, state-space modeling is employed and the indexes proposed are backtested on the strictest definition of the risk party framework: the Equal Risk Contribution scheme (ERC hereafter). By doing so, we contribute to the literature in several points. First, we introduce the use of the global yield curve within an index design. Second, considering our sample of developed countries we turn towards interest rate risk in an ERC framework, rather than credit risk. This is something we have not seen yet in the literature. Last but not least, we propose an innovative metric for appraising bond risk: its exposure to global term structure movements. We show that applying an equal global interest rate risk contribution scheme between and within a country allows substantial improvements in the risk return framework. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 is devoted to the presentation of the model used in order to capture global trends in the term structure. Results are presented in section 3. In section 4 we incorporate this global risk factor in the design of a sovereign bond index in a risk parity framework proposing two strategies: one that aims at equalizing global parallel risk across countries and one that manage both parallel and non parallel shifts within a country. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Methodology
2.1 Modeling the term structure at the country level First, and in order to better motivate the relevance of level, slope and curvature factors as determinants of yields, we present below in Table 1 the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) results obtained from monthly yields variations 3 of different maturities (1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20 years) between 01/31/1997 and 08/31/2016 from the BofA Merrill Lynch Government Index (W0G1) for nine major bond issuers, in the spirit of Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) . We choose to work on G7 countries, augmented with Sweden and Australia, to grasp a European country whom money is not the Euro and the Oceania region. These three factors alone allow explaining almost all the variance in yields, a result in line with the literature (Litterman and Scheinkman, 1991) . On average, the level factor accounts for most of the variability, with 86%, followed by the slope factor with 11%, while the curvature factor has less explanatory power for yields movements. Therefore, it makes sense to appraise sovereign bond risk with interest rate metrics.
In this section, we are keen to estimate global level, slope and curvature factors. In order to do so, we have to proceed as follows. First we have to collect market data (yield) at the country level for different maturities and potentially deal with missing data. Second, using the latter in a Dynamic Nelson Siegel (DNS) framework allows us to extract each country term structure, parsimoniously summed up with the three factors (level, slope and curvature). These factors are then introduced as an input in a state-space modeling framework and using Kalman filtering, we estimate a global level and slope factors following Diebold et al. (2008) , as well as a curvature factor.
We collect monthly snapshots from the W0G1 index provided by Merrill Lynch. This index goes back to 01/31/1997 and contains sovereign bond data for many countries. We decide to work on a sub-sample of 9 countries, namely Australia, Canada, France, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Japan, Sweden and United States. Indeed, these countries' bonds are among the most important in terms of trade and issuances, and allow a nice geographical coverage. Each month, we have as of bond constituents, with their characteristics. In order to construct adequate yield curves, we need sovereign yields for a wide range of maturities. Therefore, we build maturity pillars for: 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20 years treasury bonds. More precisely, these indexes are constructed using both the market-weights and a linear weighting in function of the proximity to a pillar: that is a bond maturing in 4 years will participate in both the 3Y and the 5Y indexes. Using this method allows limiting gap in these indexes 4 . For each country we estimate the DNS parameters from the following model:
Where y it is the yield of a τ months maturity bond, l it , s it and c it are respectively the level, slope and curvature factors, λ it an adjustment (or decay parameter) and v it is the error term 5 . The lower (higher) is the decay rate, the better is the fit of long (short) maturities. This dynamic version of Nelson Siegel model implies that these factors are estimated on a monthly basis. In Figure 1 we plotted the resulting term structure in three dimensions for each country.
Solely on the observation of these term structures, one can concede to the hypothesis that these countries yields movements do share a common pattern: a generally decreasing trend in yields over time, with seemingly additional idiosyncratic shocks to the term structure. Thus we are keen to quantify this (unobserved) global term structure, making the use of state-space modeling particularly suited.
Modeling the term structure at the global level
We follow Diebold et al. (2008) 's paper for the global model formulation, treating the global factors separately. However our approach differs in two points. First, for the global level factor model, we constrain the Eurozone member variance to be equal. We do so in order to account for the unique currency that 4 Still, some data are missing. In this case we proceed as follows: if for a given country, there is a gap for a given maturity series, we exclude this series from the DNS computation. Once the parameters are estimated, we use them to model the missing values for that maturity. This allows obtaining a cylindrical database. Then, in a second round of estimation, we get the new DNS parameters: they are the one we are interested in and that will constitute our inputs for the state-space model estimation. 5 We recall that equation (1) directly derives from the model specification of forward rates, that is f (t, τ ) = lt + ste −λ t τ + ctλte −λ t τ (Bolder, 1999 those countries share, and the implications it has in terms of monetary policy. Second, we go beyond their scope of study by estimating a global curvature factor model in the same spirit of the first two 6 . The first round of DNS estimations presented above provide us with level, slope and curvature factors for each country. Below, we formulate three state-space models for the global level, slope and curvature using country-specific factors as inputs.
The global factor can be written as:
Where L t is the global factor (either level, slope or curvature depending on the model), modeled by an AR(1) process, with
. We decompose each country's factor in a constant c i , its interconnection with the global factor noted φ i and an autoregressive error term it . Therefore, for each country i we formulate its (level, slope or curvature) factor as:
Under matrix representation, the model can be rewritten as:
Z results from the measure equation (5) while T,H and Q follow from the transition equation (6) . α t is the state vector, and y t referred to the observed signals.
They argue that the curvature factor might present low precision because of missing data on both short and long ends of maturities and may have poor economic interpretation while Abbritti et al. (2013) state that it relates to future economic uncertainty. 
State-space modeling is particularly relevant to our research question in the sense that it allows to model unobserved state variables along with observed signal variables. The model is estimated using the maximum likelihood function and the Kalman filter. This recursive algorithm evaluates the minimum value attained by the Minimum Mean Square Estimate, which is the estimator that minimizes average quadratic error of the state vector conditional on past observations (Koopman et al., 1999) . The idea is to replace the parameters in the equations by their estimated value conditional on past observation. In the next period, the set of information available expands and a new value is estimated for the parameters: this allow to compute the prediction error, that would be used in the minimization of the log-likelihood function. Here we employ the Kalman filtering one-step version, rather than the two step version of Diebold and Li (2006) as recommended by . In order to make the Kalman filter converges, we provide starting values obtained from OLS regressions (where we have computed the global factor as a simple average of the 9 countries-specific factors) for signal and state equations.
Results
In this section we present the results from the three distinct state-space models. First of all we note most of parameters are significant across models and of expected sign (see Table 2 ). We observe that all countries except Japan load significantly on the global level factor. This result concerning Japan is not so surprising considering its peculiar, low yield environment, quite disconnected from the other countries composing our sample. Eurozone and North American countries appear to drive this global level factor, while Sweden, Australia and United Kingdom have a lower impact. An analogous argument can be made concerning the global slope factor, while this time Japan does load significantly, with a negative sign on the global factor. Finally, the curve factor is mainly driven by France, Germany, United Kingdom and United States while Canada and Japan do not seem to participate. Source: Authors' calculations based on data extracted from BofA ML.
We note that the level factor plotted in Figure 2 shows a decreasing trend over the period, which implies a reduction in yield, a stylized fact for the macroeconomic environment of the past two decades. It has been argued that this factor is closely related to inflation in the sense that yields required by investors will rise when inflationary pressures are at play (Diebold and Li, 2006; Diebold et al., 2008; Abbritti et al., 2013) . Additionally, the period we study is altered by unconventional monetary policies which have placed an increased strain on short-term interests, reaching the zero bound in both US and Eurozone. As far as the slope component is concerned (see Figure 3) , we can easily distinguish the two recessions of this period, namely the dot com bubble and the subprime crisis. We note that both of these crashes were preceded by strong growth in the slope factor (that is short yields increasing more than long yields), a standard observation in the literature which often conduces to assimilating this factor to economic activity. (Diebold and Li, 2006; Diebold et al., 2008; Abbritti et al., 2013) . Indeed, in relation with the level component, when central banks set interest rate above (below) market consensus, inflation expectations will fall (rise) which in turn will flatten (steepen) the yield curve. Finally, the curvature factor represented in Figure 4 is less persistent than the first two, in line with the literature (Diebold and Li, 2006) . The most striking feature is perhaps the successive jumps between 2008 and 2011, a period of high uncertainty. After a peak in August 2009 the global curvature hits rock-bottom in April 2010, which means that short-long ends yields have moved substantially after being followed by the medium-term rates. A new peak is attained a year later. While some authors argue that this factor may lack of economic interpretation (Diebold et al., 2008) some others assimilate it to a predictor of economic instability (Abbritti et al., 2013) . While our results support the existence of a link between this factor and economic and financial uncertainty, we cannot conclude regarding its ability to predict future periods of instability. As a matter of fact, these parameters can be summed up in a 3D plot, see Figure 5 . In the light of Figure 1 , this is in fact the common component that we have extracted from country-level term structures using the state-space framework. We note that once again, level factor seems to prevail. 
Global term structure
Source: Authors' calculations based on data extracted from BofA ML. Thus, we are now able to re-compute ex-post the part of each country's yield that is explained by global term structure fluctuations. Indeed, combining the coefficients associated to each country with the estimated global factors at each date, we are able to construct a series for each country/maturity pair and to decompose yields according to global level, slope and curvature components. We fix λ = 0.0609 as in Diebold and Li (2006) . We can thus rewrite the global model implied yield as:
where Y ield i,τ,t is the global model implied yield of a bond with τ maturity from country i at date t while φ For an illustrative purpose, model implied 10 years yields have been computed for each country and are presented in Figure 8 in Appendix. We are able to identify some key stylized facts at the country level from this exercise. More precisely, these countries do no share the same inflationary pressure nor credit event risk. Overall Italy has the highest yield and Japan the lower, as expected. Deflationary movements observed in Japan also come out here, with the smallest variations in yield over the period. Similarly, the global drop in inflation figures that occurred in 2012 is also well captured in our yield model. Some other interesting observations emanate from this exercise: general yields level has decreased over the period, the slope factor remains relatively constant over the period for each country (except a notable tightening in 2007 in the Eurozone meaning that short-term yields have stopped moving substantially more than long-term yields) while the curvature factor appears to be particularly active since the crisis, implying that medium-term yields have decreased more than short and long-term yields: the global term structure lost in convexity and flattened. These results corroborate the PCA results: first we observe that level risk does account for most of the variability in yields. Second, the term structure distortions reflected in Figure 5 , namely the decreasing trend in yields over the period, the overreaction of short-term yields compared to their long counterparts between 2004 and 2007 and the recent flattening all come out in our re-computation of 10 years model implied yields. Thus we argue the the global term structure model we propose allows to explain fairly well the past decades stylized facts. Last but not least, it authenticates the existence of a global term structure in our sample, augmented with idiosyncratic country characteristics.
Application : incorporating global term structure risk in index design
After providing evidences supporting the existence of a term structure at the global scope, we are keen to exploit it in risk management framework from the point of view of a fixed-income investor. More specifically, in this section we propose two novel indexing schemes in a risk parity framework, see Table 3 . As recalled by Maillard et al. (2010) Equal Risk Contribution is actually the most straightforward implementation of the risk parity philosophy: the idea is to set an asset weight inversely proportional to its risk. The risk measure employed here is the exposure to global interest rate risk, that is variations − e −λ it τ in the global term structure. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a depart from credit risk towards interest rate risk occurs in the implementation of a risk parity scheme for Treasury bonds. Indeed, in the sovereign bond universe, and more specifically in our sample of developed countries, interest rate risk is more likely to prevails on credit risk. The first proposal we make is to weight countries in function of their exposure to the global level risk in lieu of their market capitalization. A second application directly related to the global term structure modeling consists in weighting buckets of maturities within a given country in function of their global level risk, augmented with non parallel global risks (slope and curvature). Indeed, if the level (parallel) risk does not vary across maturities, and hence is unique for a given country, slope and curvature (non-parallel) risks do. Slope risk usually decreases with maturity, while curvature risk is more pronounced for medium-term maturities. Therefore the first method we propose allows discriminating between countries while the second attributes weights within a country by differentiating across buckets of maturities. In order to disentangle these two effects, we first present them separately, while introducing their conjunctive use in the last part of this section. We work on the W0G1 and study the same subset of developed countries as in Section 2 (Australia, Canada, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Japan, Italy, United States and Sweden). To sum up our index design strategy, we recall that one first needs to compute each country's individual DNS parameters. Then, solving for the three distinct global state-space models using the Kalman filter allows to extract each country/maturity exposure to global interest rate risk variations. These "global" DNS parameters are then used to re-compute the "global model implied" yield for each country/maturity pairs, which is the part of the yield that is attributable to global term structure movements. Up to 01/31/2010 we assume those coefficients constant, however in order to avoid forward bias, we choose to test the state-space models' out-of-sample performance.
We proceed as follows: we use the period 01/31/1997-01/31/2010 to "calibrate" the model and at the end of January 2010 we use the estimated exposure to the global factors when re-balancing the index 8 . Then each year, we add up the observations within the state-space models and reestimate the parameters. To illustrate at the end of January 2011, to re-balance the portfolio we compute the coefficients on the period 01/31/1997-01/31/2011. In that sense, the strategies we present are dynamic, still forward bias free. We use such "rolling" scheme for two reasons: first, our model needs sufficient data in order to estimate the 37 coefficients that compose each one of our state-space models, for instance a rolling period of 3 years would only provides 3x12 observations for each state variable. Second, we argue that our approach is rather focused on structural determination of global interest risk, and in that sense, that the more observation the better. Indeed, we are not in a tactical approach: we rather want to estimate robust exposures to the global term structure.
We build a first index called "country parity", where countries exposure to the global level factor are equalized. It implies that we only modify countries weights, and then within a country we reallocate weights in the same manner as the cap-weighted benchmark. We make the hypothesis of equal off-diagonal block elements in the correlation structure in the spirit of Disatnik and Katz (2012) . To discriminate across countries, parallel shifts are sufficient, but non parallel shifts have to be accounted for when allocating assets across different buckets of maturities. This is the reason why we present a second indexing scheme entitled "bucket parity": this time, we keep the cap-weights at the country level, but then within a country we set weights in function of the exposure of each bucket to global interest rate risk (that incorporates level, slope and curvature), assuming equal correlation between maturities buckets within a country. Finally, we present a third index that mixes up the two strategies above: this is the "country bucket parity index". From an analytical point of view, the optimization problem to find weights that achieve ERC can be written as:
In the case of the "country parity" index, i denotes the country and R i = L i . For the "bucket parity" index, i denotes the maturity of a bond and R i = L + S i + C i (because the level factor is unique for a country, constant across maturities). As far as the "country bucket parity" is concerned, it simply consists in solving this optimization program twice, at the country and bucket levels that are mutually independent. Following this approach, we re-balance the index once a year at the end of January by computing the country (bucket) exposure to the global factor(s), which is simply the product of a country (bucket) sensiexposures are quite steady across time (See Figures 9 and 10 ) compared to those of the curvature factor (Figure 11 ). tivity and the modeled global level (slope and curvature factors). Then we let the weights drift with market movements. We provide an illustrative example of the "bucket parity" setting in Appendix, Table 5 , for Japan in 2000, where interest rate risk exposure can be observed across different maturity buckets. The backtest results for the country parity, the bucket parity and the country bucket parity indexes are presented in Figure 6 alongside with the cap-weighted benchmark. Switching from capitalization weighting towards interest rate risk management clearly leads to a very different outcome in terms of backtests. The first noteworthy result in Figure 6 is perhaps the gains in performance observed for all the three indexes proposed. Turning to Table 4 to appraise more formally these enhancements, a couple of points can be raised. Re-weighting countries by equalizing their exposure to global interest rate risks allows notable gains in terms of risk-adjusted returns metrics: the increase in returns is more significant than the rise in volatility, leading to an enhanced Sharpe ratio of 0.75 compared to 0.49 for the cap-weighted benchmark while Treynor ratio is also improved. Despite unchanged rating, it appears that changing country weights but then keeping the same debt structure as the cap-weighted benchmark leads to a larger loading on credit risk as shown by the higher spread. One could argue that the ERC scheme implies overweighting countries the least sensible to Notes: The benchmark refers to the capitalization-weighted index from Merrill Lynch. 12 months T-bill yields were averaged over the study period to obtain a risk-free rate of 3%. Sharpe ratio corresponds to the return of the portfolio minus the risk-free rate, divided by the standard deviation of the returns while the information ratio is the returns above divided by the tracking error (TE). We have computed the p-values for differences from the benchmark, using a paired t-test for the monthly returns, and a Fisher test of equality of variances. (Annualized) tracking error is the standard deviation of the difference between the returns of a portfolio and a given benchmark. Treynor ratio represents the difference between the return of a portfolio and the risk free rate, divided by its beta (so adjusted from duration risk). Ratings were computed from Morningstar's c methodology. *** Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, * Significant at 10% Source: Authors' calculations based on data extracted from BofA ML.
global variations in the term structure, which is basically being long on smaller countries such as Sweden and Australia compared to the benchmark. This bet might be held responsible for the apparent deterioration in credit quality. The bucket parity index also achieves higher risk-adjusted metrics, but in a lesser extent. An interesting result is that the bucket parity appears to bring about a small "quality" tilt as shown by the gain in rating. Finally, the conjunctive use of an ERC scheme on both countries and bucket clearly leads to the best outcome: total returns are significantly enhanced and both Sharpe and Treynor ratios are maximized when we apply these two layers. Last but not least, since short-term bonds are often considered less risky, one could have feared that applying an ERC scheme using an interest rate risk metric would have led to a drastic reduction in the maturity of the index. Our backtests results go against that hypothesis, as demonstrated by the small deformation in duration and time to maturity compared to the cap-weighted benchmark. indicates that an equal interest rate risk contribution scheme on the country level produces an under-weighting of both US and Japan in favor of the other countries constituting our sample. We believe that this distortion may explain the spread differentials. If on average country weights appear fairly equals, they do evolve more dynamically over time as presented in Figure 12 in Appendix, this argument being the most relevant after 2014.
In an interest rate risk parity framework, it appears of prime concern to evaluate the robustness of the strategies we implement to variations in the economic environment, and more precisely chancing interest rate regimes. This idea is reinforced by the expectations that both the FED and the European Central Bank will soon put an end to their quantitative easing policies. Working on global indexes, composed of major bond issuing developed countries, we choose to use the US T-bill rates to discriminate between these periods. Results are presented below in Table 5 . The benchmark refers to the capitalization-weighted index from Merrill Lynch. 12 months T-bill yields were averaged over the study period to obtain a risk-free rate of 3%. Sharpe ratio corresponds to the return of the portfolio minus the risk-free rate, divided by the standard deviation of the returns while the information ratio is the returns above divided by the tracking error (TE). (Annualized) tracking error is the standard deviation of the difference between the returns of a portfolio and a given benchmark. Treynor ratio represents the difference between the return of a portfolio and the risk free rate, divided by its beta (so adjusted from duration risk This analysis on changing rate environment provides several interesting insights. First of all, when turning to risk-adjusted returns metrics (the Sharpe and the Treynor ratio) out-performance remains across the three distinct regimes. Second, although under both the falling and zero spread regimes we note that the country bucket parity index performs significantly better than the country parity index (ie: global non-parallel interest rate risk management does add value), under a rising rate the latter gives the best results. However, some caution must be given to this result: turning to Figure 1 and Figure 8 in Appendix, the successive periods of rising rates faced in the sample (between 1998 and 2000 and then between 2004 and 2007) generally did not coincide with the largest non-parallel deformation in the country's yield curves. Thus, discarding non-parallel shift management in the coming years may reveal to be hazardous if the rise in rates leads to twists in the term structure.
We can draw several concluding remarks from this exercise: while the equal interest rate risk contribution scheme appears to bring about significant improvements in a risk/return framework when applied at the country or bucket level, enhancements are maximized when focusing on discriminating between countries. Recalling that the latter only focuses on managing parallel shifts in the global term structure, this result is not surprising. Indeed, as suggested in Table 1 and corroborated by the Figure 8 in Appendix, level risk outstrips non parallel risks, accounting for more than 80% of total interest rate risk. In that sense, managing country weights within an index implies controlling most of the interest rate risk. In addition, even though the bucket parity index is appealing on its own, its benefits are enhanced when used in conjunction with an ERC at the country level. Switching away from country cap-weights is a sensible approach because it allows to manage the prime source of risk in the sovereign bonds universe, however accounting for the non-parallel shifts in the global term structure heightens the benefits of the pure "country parity" scheme.
Conclusion
In the first part of this paper, relying on Dynamic Nelson Siegel estimation we present some preliminary analysis of the yields across main developed countries. Overall, the latter appears to support the existence of a global term structure. To formally capture such yield curve dynamics we turn over state-space modeling using the country-level parameters as inputs, distinguishing between level, slope and curvature factors. By doing so, we go further than Diebold et al. (2008) : first we expand the country sample and second we consider the existence of a curvature factor at the global scale in the spirit of Abbritti et al. (2013) . Such exercise allows to replicate observed stylized facts fairly well, and on top of that permits to quantify countries linkages to a global yield curve owing to the estimates obtained from the Kalman filter.
The second part of this paper investigates how the global term structure can be incorporated into the design of risk parity index. To our knowledge this is the first time that such models are used within a risk parity framework. As a matter of fact, considering interest rates within the latter is also innovative, credit risk being generally employed when equalizing risk contribution across assets. More specifically, two new sovereign bond indexing schemes are presented: for the first one we equalize the exposure of a country to variations of the global level factor, while for the second we equalize the exposure of maturity buckets to non-parallel fluctuations in the global term structure. We show that parallel shifts should be of prime interest in interest rate risk management. Finally, we introduce the conjunctive use of these two strategies in a third index.
These three indexes produce superior risk-adjusted performance, the latter being maximized for the index which manages both parallel and non-parallel shifts in the global yield curve. We conclude that interest rate parity is relevant for developed -investment grade-countries and that exposure to global yield curve movements is a suitable metric to use in such framework. Additionally, the latter could be used in a wide range of applications on top of indexing: hedging strategies for instance could be developed on those grounds. Source: Authors' calculations based on data extracted from BofA ML. 
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